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Visual Identity, Graphic Design, 
lettering, illustration and collaterals

We worked on a strong and forceful identity, 
which will clearly focus on the brand’s name,  
providing a masculine and industrial tone from 
the letter shapes and inspired by the aesthetics 
behind the machines and tools that intervene in 
the beverage´s production processes. We worked 
with angular shapes, combining the Victorian look 
with geometry simplicity and classic calligraphic 
touches for the logotype and monogram, lurking 
to preserve the premium and high-quality look 
found in the high rating of the product.

Finally, we contrasted this industrial letters 
aesthetic with a system of organic shaped 
illustrations based on nature, that would provide 
a narrative to the brand and talk about  its 
relationship with the land where the product is 
planted, harvested and roasted; the ecosystems 
and the Colombian fauna and flora, in charge of 
providing people with the magic behind the aroma 
of its notes and the quality behind its flavor.

San Camilo
Café Especial
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San Camilo is a special coffee brand from Colombia, 
which cares about delivering the best results of each 
harvest in an excellent drink. Dedicated to awake the 
love for coffee beverages that is asleep in each person, 
through a product that feels Colombian.

For several years San Camilo has been creating 
opportunities so that special and top quality coffee is 
available to those who seek to consume a drink from 
their country, by preserving the main notes of the 
different beverage’s origins.
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